Optical anisotropy of supported lipid structures probed by waveguide spectroscopy and its application to study of supported lipid bilayer formation kinetics.
Supramolecular conformation and molecular orientation was monitored during supported lipid bilayer (SLB) formation using dual polarization interferometry (DPI). DPI was shown to enable real time sensitive determination of birefringence of the lipid bilayer together with thickness or refractive index (with the other a fixed value). This approach removes differences in mass loading due to anisotropy, so the mass becomes solely a function of the lipid d n/d c value. DPI measurements show highly reproducible qualitative and quantitative results for adsorption of liposomes of different lipid compositions and in buffers with or without CaCl 2. The packing of solvent-free self-assembled SLBs is shown to differ from other preparation methods. Birefringence analysis accompanied by mass and thickness measurements shows characteristic features of vesicle adsorption and SLB formation kinetics previously not demonstrated by evanescent optical techniques, including indications of percolation-type rupture of clusters of liposomes on the surface and correlated adsorption kinetics induced by liposome charge repulsion. Our study demonstrates that understanding of mechanistic details for an adsorption process for which conformational changes and ordering occur can be elucidated using DPI and greatly enhanced by modeling of optical birefringence. The data is in some respects more detailed than what can be obtained with conventional biosensing techniques like surface plasmon resonance and complementary to methods such as the quartz crystal microbalance.